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The existence of light (a massless U(1) gauge boson) is one of unresolved mysteries in nature.
In this paper, we would like to propose that light is originated from certain quantum orders in our
vacuum. We will construct quantum models on lattice to demonstrate that some quantum orders
can give rise to light without breaking any symmetries and without any fine tuning. Through our
models, we show that the existence of light can simply be a phenomenon of quantum coherence in a
system with many degrees of freedom. Massless gauge fluctuations appears commonly and naturally
in strongly correlated systems.
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In an attempt to explain the meaning of “empty space”
to a young child, I said “space is something not made of
atoms.” He replied “Then you were wrong to tell me last
time that only light is not made of atoms.” Indeed, light
and gravity are two singular forms of “matter” which
are very different from other forms of matter such as
atoms, electrons, etc . (Here I assume space = gravity.)
The existences of light and gravity – two massless gauge
bosons – are two big mysteries in nature.
Massless particles are very rare in nature. In fact
photon and graviton are the only two massless parti-
cles known to exist. In condensed matter systems, one
encounters more kinds of gapless excitations. However,
with a few exceptions, all the gapless excitations exist
because the ground state of the system has a special
property called spontaneous breaking of a continuous
symmetry.[1, 2] For example, gapless phonons exist in
a solid because a solid break the continuous translation
symmetries. There are precisely three kinds of gapless
phonons since the solid breaks three translation symme-
tries in x, y and z directions. Thus we can say that the
origin of gapless phonons is the translation symmetry
breaking in solids.
With the above understanding of the origin of gapless
phonon in solids, we would like to ask what is the origin
of light? Here we will adopt a point of view that all
particles, such as photons, electrons, etc , are excitations
above a ground state – the vacuum. The properties of
those particles reflect the properties of the vacuum. With
this point of view, the question on the origin of light
become a question on the properties of vacuum that allow
and protect the existence of light.
If light behaved like phonons in solids, then we could
conclude that our vacuum break a continuous symme-
try and light would be originated from symmetry break-
ing. However, in reality, light does not behave like the
phonons. In fact there are no phonon-like particles (or
more precisely, massless Nambu-Goldstone bosons) in
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nature. From the lack of massless Nambu-Goldstone
bosons, we can conclude that there is no continuous sym-
metry breaking in our vacuum. If the vacuum does not
break any continuous symmetry, then what makes light
to exist?
In a recent work,[3, 4] a concept – quantum order –
was introduced to describe a new kind of orders that
generally appear in quantum states at zero temperature.
Quantum orders that characterize universality classes of
quantum states (described by complex ground state wave
functions) is much richer then classical orders that char-
acterize universality classes of finite temperature classi-
cal states (described by positive probability distribution
functions). In contrast to classical orders, quantum or-
ders cannot be described by broken symmetries and the
associated order parameters. A new mathematical object
– projective symmetry group (PSG) – was introduced to
characterize quantum orders. In a sense, we can view a
quantum order as a dancing pattern in which particles
waltz around each other in a ground state. The PSG is
a mathematical description of the dancing pattern. In
contract, the classical order in a crystal just describes a
static positional pattern, which can be characterized by
symmetries.
In Ref. [4], various quantum orders are studied. It was
found that different quantum orders (characterized by
different PSG’s) can have distinct low energy properties.
In particular, certain quantum orders allow and protect
gapless excitations even without breaking any continu-
ous symmetry. This leads us to propose that it is the
quantum order in our vacuum that allow and protect the
existence of light. In another word, light is originated
from quantum order.
To support our idea, in the following, we are going to
study a concrete SU(Nf ) spin model[5, 6] in 3D, and
show that its ground state contains a gapless U(1) gauge
fluctuation. More importantly, we will identify the quan-
tum order (or the PSG) in the ground state and argue
that the gapless property of the U(1) gauge fluctuations
is a robust property protected by the quantum orders.
A small change of the Hamiltonian cannot destroy the
gapless U(1) gauge fluctuations. We would like to men-
2tion that a connection between QCD and a lattice spin
model was pointed out in Ref. [7], using concept of quan-
tum critical point. In our example, we will see that the
massless property of light is not due to criticality. It is a
generic property of a quantum phase.
We start with a SU(Nf )-spin model[5, 6] on a 3D cu-
bic lattice. The states on each site form a representation
of rank Nf/2 antisymmetric tensor of SU(Nf ). We note
that those states can be viewed as states ofNf/2 fermions
with fermions ψai, a = 1, ..., Nf in the fundamental rep-
resentation of SU(Nf). Thus we can write down the
Hamiltonian of our model in terms of the fermion oper-
ators:
H = JP
∑
〈i1i2i3i4〉
(
Sabi1 S
bc
i2
Scdi3 S
da
i4
+ h.c.
)
(1)
where the sum is over all plaquettes 〈i1i2i3i4〉,
Sabi = ψ
†
aiψbi −N
−1
f δabψ
†
ciψci. (2)
The Hamiltonian has three translation symmetries and
six parity symmetries Px : x → −x, Py : y → −y, Pz :
z → −z, Pxy : x ↔ y, Pyz : y ↔ z, Pzx : z ↔ x.
The Hamiltonian also has a charge conjugation symmetry
C : ψai → ψ
†
ai.
To find the ground state of the above systems, we will
use the projective construction (which is a generalization
of slave-boson approach[5, 8, 9]) to construct the ground
state. We start with a mean-field parton Hamiltonian
Hmean =−
∑
〈ij〉
(
ψ†a,iχijψa,j + h.c.
)
(3)
where χ†ij = χji. The mean-field Hamiltonian allows us
to construct a trial wave function for the ground state of
the SU(Nf)-spin system Eq. (1):
|Ψ
(χij)
trial 〉 = P|Φ
(χij)
mean〉 (4)
where |Φ
(χij)
mean〉 is the ground state of the mean-field
Hamiltonian Hmean and P is the projection to states
with Nf/2 fermion per site. Clearly the mean-field
ground state is a functional of χij . The proper val-
ues of χij are obtained by minimizing the trial energy
E = 〈Ψ
(χij)
trial |H |Ψ
(χij)
trial 〉.
The relation between the physical operator Sab and
the parton operator ψa essentially defines the projective
construction.[10] For example the fact that the operator
Sabi is invariant under local U(1) transformations
ψai →e
iθiψai, S
ab
i →S
ab
i (5)
determines the high energy U(1) gauge structure in the
parton mean-field theory:
ψai →e
iθiψai, χij →e
iθiχije
−iθi (6)
The U(1) gauge structure has a very real meaning: two
gauge equivalent ansatz give rise to the same physical
state after projection
|Ψ
(χij)
trial 〉 = |Ψ
(eiθiχije
−iθj )
trial 〉 (7)
Usually it is hard to calculate the trial energy E =
〈Ψtrial|H |Ψtrial〉. In the following, we will calculate
χij by minimizing the mean-field energy Emean =
〈Φ
(χij)
mean|H |Φ
(χij)
mean〉 which approaches to the exact ground
state energy in the large Nf limit.[5, 6] We assume
|Φ
(χij)
mean〉 to respect the SU(Nf) symmetry, which leads
to 〈Φ
(χij)
mean|ψaiψ
†
bj |Φ
(χij)
mean〉 = δabχ˜ij . We find
Emean
JPN4f
=
∑
〈i1i2i3i4〉
(χ˜i1i2χ˜i2i3 χ˜i3i4 χ˜i4i1 + h.c.) +O(N
3
f )
Since a pi-flux in a plaquette make χ˜i1i2 χ˜i2i3 χ˜i3i4χ˜i4i1 to
be a negative number, we expect the ansatz that mini-
mize Emean to have pi flux on every plaquette. Such an
ansatz can be constructed and takes a form
χ¯i,i+xˆ =− iχ, χ¯i,i+yˆ =− i(−)
ixχ,
χ¯i,i+zˆ =− i(−)
ix+iyχ. (8)
Such an ansatz, after projection, gives rise to a correlated
ground state for our SU(Nf)-spin system.
In the momentum space, the mean-field Hamiltonian
has a form
Hmean =−
∑
k
′
Ψ†a,kΓ(k)Ψa,k (9)
where
ΨTa,k =(ψa,k, ψa,k+Qx , ψa,k+Qy , ψa,k+Qx+Qy ),
Qx =(pi, 0, 0), Qy = (0, pi, 0),
Γ(k) =2χ(sin(kx)Γ1 + sin(ky)Γ2 + sin(kz)Γ3)
and Γ1 = τ
3 ⊗ τ0, Γ2 = τ
1 ⊗ τ3, and Γ3 = τ
1 ⊗ τ1. The
momentum summation is over a range kx ∈ (−pi/2, pi/2),
ky ∈ (−pi/2, pi/2), and kz ∈ (−pi, pi). Since {Γi,Γj} =
2δij , i, j = 1, 2, 3, we find partons have a dispersion
E(k) = ±2χ
√
sin2(kx) + sin
2(ky) + sin
2(kz) (10)
The mean-field ground state |Φmean〉 is obtained by fill-
ing the negative energy branch. We see that the dis-
persion has two nodes at k = 0 and k = (0, 0, pi). Thus
there are 2Nf massless four-component Dirac fermions in
the continuum limit. The low energy theory has Lorentz
symmetry. Including the collective phase fluctuations of
the ansatz, the low energy effective theory has a form
L =
∑
i
ψ†a,ii(∂t + ia0)ψa,j +
∑
ij
ψ†a,iχ¯ije
iaijψa,j
3In the continuum limit, it becomes L = ψ¯αaDµγ
µψαa
with Dµ = ∂µ + iaµ, α = 1, 2, and γµ are 4 × 4 Dirac
matrices. Integrating out the high energy fermions will
generate dynamics for the aµ field (see Eq. (17)). We see
that our correlated ground state, P|Φ
(χ¯ij)
mean〉, support a
massless U(1) gauge fluctuations and 2Nf massless Dirac
fermions.
In the following we would like to argue that the ap-
pearance of the massless U(1) gauge fluctuations and the
massless Dirac fermions is not a special property of the
particular state constructed above. It is a universal prop-
erty of a quantum phase (characterized by a particular
quantum order). We will first find the PSG of the con-
structed state. Then we will argue that the PSG is a
universal property of a quantum phase by showing that
radiative corrections cannot change the PSG. Last we will
show that any state described by the same PSG (ie any
state in the same quantum phase) will have the same
massless U(1) gauge fluctuations and the same massless
Dirac fermions. We would like to remark that the sta-
bility of the massless U(1) gauge fluctuations in 3+1D
is not new. But the stability of massless Dirac fermions
may be new and the PSG approach put the stability of
the massless U(1) gauge fluctuations and the stability of
massless Dirac fermions on the same footing.
The PSG[4] that characterizes the quantum order in
the above correlated state is given by
Gx(i) =(−)
iy+izeiθx Gy(i) =(−)
izeiθy
Gz(i) =e
iθz Gpx(i) =(−)
ixeiθpx
Gpy(i) =(−)
iyeiθpy Gpz(i) =(−)
izeiθpz (11)
Gpxy(i) =(−)
ixiyeiθpxy Gpyz(i) =(−)
iyizeiθpyz
GC(i) =(−)
ieiθt Gpzx(i) =(−)
(ix+iy)(iy+iz)eiθpzx
The invariant gauge group (IGG) of the ansatz is G =
{eiθ} = U(1), which is a (normal) subgroup of the PSG.
Here Gx,y,z are the gauge transformations associated
with the three translations, Gpx,py,pz are associated with
the three parities Px, Py, Pz , and Gpxy,pyz,pzx are asso-
ciated with the other three parities Pxy, Pyz , Pzx, and
GC is associated with charge conjugation transformation
C : χij → −χij . The ansatz is invariant, say, under the
party transformation Px followed by the gauge transfor-
mation Gpx.
To show that the PSG is a universal property of a quan-
tum phase,[4] we start with the mean-field state charac-
terized by χij = N
−1
f 〈ψaiψ
†
aj〉. If we include perturba-
tive fluctuations around the mean-field state, we expect
χij to receive radiative corrections δχij . However, the
perturbative fluctuations can only change χij in such a
way that χij and χij+δχij have the same projective sym-
metry group. This is because if χij and the Hamiltonian
have a symmetry, then δχij generated by perturbative
fluctuations will have the same symmetry. The transfor-
mation generated by an element in PSG just behave like
a symmetry transformation in the perturbative calcula-
tion. The mean-field ground state and the mean-field
Hamiltonian are invariant under the transformations in
the PSG. Therefore, δχij generated by perturbative fluc-
tuations will also be invariant under the transformations
in the PSG. Thus the perturbative fluctuations cannot
change the PSG of an ansatz. Also if we perturb the
SU(Nf)-spin Hamiltonian Eq. (1) without breaking any
symmetries, the induced δχij is still invariant under the
transformations in the PSG. Thus the PSG is robust
against small perturbations of the Hamiltonian and it
is a universal property of a quantum phase. The PSG
can change only when the fluctuations have an infrared
divergence which will drive a phase transition.
To understand how quantum orders and PSG’s pro-
tect the gapless excitations without breaking any sym-
metries, we would like to first find out the possible fluc-
tuations at low energies. The first kind of low energy
excitations are described by the particle-hole excitations
of the fermions across the Fermi points. The SU(Nf)-
spin wave functions for such kind of excitations are given
by |Ψ
(χ¯ij)
exc 〉 = Pψ
†
k1
ψk2 |Φ
(χ¯ij)
mean〉. The second kind of low
energy excitations are the collective excitations described
by the phase fluctuations of the ansatz: χij = χ¯ije
iaij .
The SU(Nf )-spin wave-functions for such collective ex-
citations are given by |Ψ
(χ¯ije
iaij )
exc 〉.
To see that the massless fermion excitations are pro-
tected by the quantum order, we need to consider the
most generic ansatz χij that have the same PSG Eq. (11)
and check if the fermions are still massless for those
generic ansatz. The most general translation symmet-
ric ansatz has a form
χi,i+m =χm(−)
iymz(−)ix(my+mz) (12)
To have the parity symmetry i→ −i, the ansatz should
be invariant under transformation i → −i followed by
a gauge transformation (−)i. This requires that χm =
(−)mχ−m = (−)
mχ†m. To have charge conjugation sym-
metry χij must change sign under gauge transformation
Wi = (−)
i. This requires that χm = 0, if m = even.
Thus the most general ansatz has a form
χi,i+m =χm(−)
iymx(−)ix(mx+my)
χm =0, if m = even
χm =− χ
†
m = −χ−m (13)
In the momentum space, χ vanishes at k = 0 and (0, 0, pi).
Thus the PSG protect the massless Dirac fermions.
To see that the massless collective fluctuations de-
scribed by aij are protected by the quantum order, we
need to show the collective fluctuations are massless for
the most general ansatz that have the same PSG Eq. (11).
For any ansatz that is invariant on the PSG, it is also
invariant under the IGG G = {eiθ} = U(1) which is sub-
group of the PSG. In this case aij and a˜ij = aij+θi−θj
label the same quantum state (and are said to be gauge
equivalent). (See Eq. (7).) We see that aij describes a
U(1) gauge fluctuation. Since the energy of the fluctu-
ation E(aij) satisfies E(aij) = E(a˜ij), the mass term
4(aij)
2 is not allowed and there is no Anderson-Higgs
mechanism to give U(1) gauge field a mass. Thus the
U(1) gauge fluctuations are gapless for any ansatz that
has the PSG Eq. (11).
In the standard analysis of the stability of the mass-
less excitations, one needs to include all the counter terms
that have the right symmetries into the Lagrangian, since
those terms can be generated by perturbative fluctua-
tions. Then we examine if those allowed counter terms
can destroy the massless excitations or not. In our prob-
lem, we need to consider all the possible corrections to
the mean-field ansatz. However, the new feature here
is that it is incorrect to use the symmetry group to de-
termine the allowed corrections. We should use PSG to
determine the allowed corrections in our analysis of the
stability of the massless excitations.
Next we consider a lattice model that contains both
massless and massive fermions. The mean-field Hamilto-
nian is given by
Hmean =−
∑
〈ij〉
(
ψ†a,iχijψa,j + h.c.
)
(14)
−
∑
〈ij〉
(
λ†α,iχijτ
3λα,j + h.c.
)
−
∑
i
λ†α,imτ
1λα,i
where a = 1, ..., Nf , α = 1, ..., N
′
f , λα is a doublet:
λTα = (λ
(1)
α , λ
(2)
α ), and χij is given in Eq. (8). The model
has a U(1) gauge structure defined by the gauge trans-
formation ψa,i → e
iθiψa,i, λa,i → e
iθiλa,i, and χij →
ei(θi−θj)χij . Clearly, the model has a SU(Nf )×SU(N
′
f)
global symmetry. The gauge invariant physical opera-
tors are given by ψ†a,iψb,i, λ
†
a′,iλb′,i, and ψ
†
a,iλa′,i In the
momentum space, the above mean-field Hamiltonian be-
comes
Hmean =−
∑
k
′
Ψ†a,kΓ(k)Ψa,k + Λ
†
a,kΓ˜(k)Λa,k (15)
where ΛTa,k = (λa,k, λa,k+Qx , λa,k+Qy , λa,k+Qx+Qy ),
Qx = (pi, 0, 0), Qy = (0, pi, 0), Γ˜(k) = 2χ(sin(kx)Γ˜1 +
sin(ky)Γ˜2 + sin(kz)Γ˜3) + mΓ˜m, and Γ˜1 = τ
3 ⊗ τ0 ⊗ τ3,
Γ˜2 = τ
1⊗τ3⊗τ3, Γ˜3 = τ
1⊗τ1⊗τ3, and Γ˜m = τ
0⊗τ0⊗τ1.
We see that there are 2Nf massless Dirac fermions and
4N ′f massive Dirac fermions in the continuum limit.
Those fermions carry crystal momenta near k = 0 and
k = (0, 0, pi). The PSG that characterizes the above
mean-field state is still given by Eq. (11), which acts
on both ψ and λ. Since IGG = U(1), the fluctuations
around the mean-field state contain a U(1) gauge field
at low energies. After including the U(1) gauge field and
in the continuum limit, the low energy effective theory
takes a form
L =
2Nf∑
I=1
ψ¯IDµγ
µψI +
4N ′f∑
J=1
λ¯JDµγ
µλJ +mλ¯JλJ (16)
where Dµ = ∂µ + iaµ and γ
µ are the γ-matrices. After
integrating out high energy fermions, we get
L =
2Nf∑
I=1
ψ¯IDµγ
µψI +
α−1
8pi
(E2 −B2) (17)
where the fine structure constant at energy scale E is
α−1(E) =
2
3pi
[2Nf ln(E0/E) + 4N
′
f ln(E0/m)] (18)
where E0 is the lattice energy scale. We have assumed
m≪ E0.
In this paper we propose that light is originated from
the quantum order in our vacuum. To demonstrate this
idea, we construct a lattice model with SU(Nf )×SU(N
′
f)
spins. We show that in the largeNf andN
′
f limit, our lat-
tice model has a ground state characterized by the quan-
tum order Eq. (11). We find that the PSG (or the quan-
tum order) protects the gapless U(1) gauge fluctuations
and the massless Dirac fermions (when Nf > 0). We
note that the low energy fermion excitations in our model
have the Lorentz invariance, which is also protected by
the quantum order. Certainly our lattice ground state
does not describe the quantum order of the real vacuum.
It would be interesting to find a lattice model that gives
rise to U(1)×SU(2)×SU(3) low energy gauge structure
together with chiral leptons and quarks.
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